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Meet Kuluna as he displays a variety of
outfits in beachwear, casuals and tailored out-
fits suited for  evening functions. As beautician
Samantha Gunasekara points out the suits that
are most suited to go along with the carefree
teenage moods. 

“We have matched the belts and acces-
sories to compliment the outfits. The hat
enhances the  light mood that youth want to
have once they hit the beach. The hair is styled
in funky and uneven manner to suit the occa-
sion,” he said.

Costume designer Johnny Gunasekara is of
the opinion that bright coloured shirts are ideal
for afternoons.  

“Lighter shades coupled with denims are
much suited for daytime though they can set
off a funky look even in the eve. Gray coloured
t-shirt looks great and is comfortable on a trip
while the red shirt puts you in the spotlight at
any party,” he said. “Bright coloured shirts are
best suited for youth with a well built profile.

Buying a bag is no
easy task for many
women even though
they may have dozens
of bags already in the
closet. Every woman
has her own sense of
style about handbags.
Ladies tend to buy
handbags which reflect
their taste.

Bags are welcome
gifts for females. How-
ever to buy the right
kind of bag  for anoth-
er’s individual taste is
challenging. So if you
want to buy it would
be better to ask her
about her choice in
bags. 

A woman would
know how to mix and
match her wardrobe
with her selection of
bags, shoes and acces-
sories to make it suit-
able for a wide range of
dresses. 

Bags and shoes,
when mixed and
matched with different
dresses will reflect
wardrobe of a wise
stylist. 

Women may look at
magazines and follow
the newest craze in bag
designs and colours.
Wise and elegant
dressers will always go
for classic good looks.
Going with a classic

look will mean your bag
will outlast the newest
craze and it can be
worn anywhere at any-
time.

Bags can come in
all types like pouch
bags, shoulder bags,
tote bags, flap bags,
evening bags and many
more. It can also come
in various materials,
leather, satin, velvet,
denim or nylon. There
are many designs and
material. 

There are however
a few rules that one has
to follow when buying
a bag. A petite woman
should avoid very big
bags as this will tend to
make her look more
petite than she really is.

The sizes of ladies
handbags are depen-
dent on the choice of
the individual. It is over-
powering for a small
made lady to carry a
huge handbag. 

Bags can also hide
body imperfections. So,
be sure to know which
body parts you want
understated before
choosing a bag. If you
want to avoid getting
attention on your fleshy
hips then choose a
shoulder hand bag. If
you have big breasts or
broad shoulders then a
waste bag is well suited
for you.

Kuluna in beach
splendour
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High Fashion at the Heist at Ceylon Continental Hotel.
The Heist Bar at Ceylon Continental Hotel features
high fashion with glamorous models every Friday.
Scenes below were captured last Friday.


